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Recent methodological advances have enabled researchers to track the network structure of the human brain over
time. Together, these studies provide novel insights into effective brain function, highlighting the importance of
the systems-level perspective in understanding the manner in which the human brain organizes its activity to
facilitate behavior. Here, we review a range of recent fMRI and electrophysiological studies that have mapped the
relationship between inter-regional communication and network structure across a diverse range of brain states.
In doing so, we identify both behavioral and biological axes that may underlie the tendency for network
reconﬁguration. We conclude our review by providing suggestions for future research endeavors that may help to
reﬁne our understanding of the functioning of the human brain.

1. Introduction
The invention of non-invasive imaging of the human brain has catalyzed a major shift in our understanding of the relationship between
brain and behavior. By indirectly imaging activity in distributed neural
circuits during the execution of complex, human behavior, neuroscientists have been able to develop a sophisticated understanding of the
heterogeneity of specialized function within the human brain. However,
the path from measurement to understanding is often frustratingly nonlinear. In the case of functional neuroimaging, early studies were
designed to determine the particular set of brain regions that were most
‘active’ in the context of well-controlled psychological experiments
(Fig. 1). This approach yielded a suite of specialized areas that putatively
map onto speciﬁc psychological constructs (e.g. consider the role of the
fusiform gyrus in facial perception), yet extracting mechanistic speciﬁcity from this approach has thus far remained challenging. In particular,
it is conceptually difﬁcult to translate the statistically signiﬁcant ‘activation’ of a region to its algorithmic implementation in the brain (Poldrack and Yarkoni, 2016; Shine et al., 2016b). It is similarly challenging
to understand how relatively isolated groups of specialized regions could
coordinate their activity in order to facilitate complex behavior.
One potential solution to this problem is to consider the activity of
individual regions within the context of their local (i.e. regional) and
global (i.e. the whole brain) neuronal circuitry (McIntosh, 2000). Many
modern theories of whole-brain function rely on the fact that cooperation
and effective communication between spatially separate neural regions is

crucial for the execution of effective behavior (Fries, 2005; Varela et al.,
2001). That is, no region works alone (Fig. 1). To fully appreciate the
utility of a particular region of the brain, one must consider both the local
and global architecture that feeds and constrains ongoing activity during behavior.
It has been known for some time that coordinated ﬂuctuations between specialist regions of the brain are critical for behavior (Friston,
1994). Although original enthusiasm was dampened by concerns that
spurious correlations between regions may have been driven by the
temporal constraints imposed by the structure of behavioral tasks, new
methods have been developed to account for these issues, demonstrating
that interactions between brain regions were indeed related to speciﬁc
elements of behavioral tasks (Friston, 2011). For instance, using the
psychophysiological interaction (PPI) approach, it has been shown that
regions in the parietal cortex increase their connectivity with ‘lower’
visual regions during periods of high attentional load (Büchel and Friston, 1997). Others have used partial least squares (McIntosh et al., 2004;
Spreng et al., 2010), correlation PPI (Fornito et al., 2012), Bayes nets
(Ramsey et al., 2010), or background connectivity (Norman-Haignere
et al., 2012) to demonstrate interactions between large-scale cortical
networks as a function of cognitive task performance. Together, these
results shifted the focus from where in the brain a particular function
resides to how the coordinated recruitment of segregated specialist neural
regions works together to accomplish the challenges associated with
complex behavioral tasks.
However, any meaningful interaction that occurs between two
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Fig. 1. – Different levels of interrogation for neuroimaging studies.

regions within a complex system is necessarily constrained by the global
topology of the entire network (Fig. 1). Concretely, activating one neuron
can constrain the suite of potential actions available to a connected
neuron within a broader network (Sporns, 2015). Indeed, perturbation of
a network can have many non-linear effects that are difﬁcult to estimate
without knowledge of the system as a whole (Bargmann and Marder,
2013). The mathematical formalism of graph theory, a branch of mathematics that quantiﬁes structures at the systems level, has afforded
neuroscientists an opportunity to explore these constraints (Sporns,
2015). For instance, a growing number of studies have shown that the
human brain is organized according to precise topological rules, displaying a small-world architecture (Bassett and Bullmore, 2006) with a
core of densely inter-connected “rich-club” regions (van den Heuvel and
Sporns, 2013) that aid in the balance between specialization and global
integration (Misic et al., 2016).
Many of the studies that have applied graph theoretical approaches to
understanding the organization of the human brain have investigated the
so-called ‘structural connectome’, calculating topological parameters
from white-matter connectivity matrices estimated using diffusion
weighted imaging. However, the brain is an inherently dynamic organ,
capable of ﬂexible reconﬁguration in the face of an evolving world. As
such, a new frontier of brain imaging is emerging, in which studies are
attempting to coalesce the tools of graph theory with temporal estimates
of inter-regional coordination that change over time, both during ‘rest’
(Allen et al., 2014; Betzel et al., 2016; Calhoun et al., 2014; Shine et al.,
2016a; Zalesky et al., 2014) and during task paradigms (Bassett et al.,
2013, 2015; Cole et al., 2014).
2. The balance between integration and segregation
2.1. Estimating the integrative signature of a network
Although there are many ways in which to describe the topology of a
network (Bullmore and Sporns, 2012), the amount of global integration
has been shown to be a crucial index for understanding the effective
functioning of the human brain. In brief, integration refers to the extent
to which a modular network demonstrates interaction amongst its
sub-communities or modules (see Fig. 2a for a simple toy model demonstrating this effect). Conversely, segregation is the topological opposite of
network-level integration (Fig. 2c), and represents the extent to which a
particular network can be readily grouped into relatively isolated
sub-communities that are tightly connected within modules but with
sparse connected between modules (Fig. 2a).
As demonstrated in Fig. 2, it is straightforward to estimate the integrative signature of a network. The ﬁrst step is to calculate relationships
(i.e. ‘edges’) between a set of brain regions (i.e. ‘nodes’). For functional
neuroimaging data, networks are generally created by calculating a
similarity measure between regions, such as a Pearson's correlation – the
correlation strength between regions over time thus deﬁnes an ‘edge’
between two nodes in the graph.

Fig. 2. The balance between Integration and Segregation: a) results of a simulation of the
structural network topology of a 120-region network (Guimera and Nunes Amaral, 2005)
with 4 equally sized modules (i.e. 30 regions each), in which we manipulated the probability of within- (y-axis) and between-module (x-axis) edges between 0 (i.e. no edges
between/within a module) and 1 (i.e. full connections within/between modules). The
extent of integration within each network was estimated by calculating the mean participation coefﬁcient (which calculates the strength of connections between modules) across
the parameter space (Bertolero et al., 2017; Power et al., 2013; Rubinov and Sporns, 2010;
Shine et al., 2016a). The mean results across 1000 iterations show that integration is
maximal when between-module density is greater than within-module density (code is
available at http://github.com/macshine/integration/guimera_model.m); b) inverse
relationship between mean participation (red) and modularity (blue) as a function of the
probability of randomly rewiring (β) a highly clustered “Watts and Strogatz” null model
(Watts and Strogatz, 1998).

Recent experiments have begun to explore the variability in pairwise
connectivity by ‘sliding’ the estimate of functional connectivity over time
using a series of overlapping windows (Hutchison et al., 2013a). Despite
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connections that cross modular boundaries.
As with most neuroimaging analyses, there are a number of critical
steps for estimating meaningful graphs. Firstly, it is important to ensure
that the network is composed of nodes and edges that reﬂect a meaningful level of organizational structure of the brain (Fornito et al., 2013).
For instance, clusters of voxels are more likely to represent a stable
functional unit within the brain than an independent voxel, given that
the macroscopic functional organization of the brain appears to be at the
scale of roughly one centimeter (Glasser et al., 2016). In addition, as
time-series similarity represents by far the most common means for
estimating functional networks, it is vital to identify common sources of
noise (such as head motion, cardiac/respiratory artifacts, and scanner
drift) and also to demonstrate caution when cleaning these sources of
noise (e.g. interpolating over missing data may induce variation in the
degrees of freedom across windows).
Finally, it is also important to consider the choice of graph theoretical
tools used to estimate community structure. In particular, the methods
that use modularity maximization to estimate community structure (such
as the popular Louvain algorithm) require caution, as the resolution limit
and the stochasticity of the most commonly used algorithms can lead to
sub-optimal community solutions (Sporns and Betzel, 2015). These
problems can be largely minimized using parameter exploration and
multiple iterations of each algorithm (Sporns and Betzel, 2015). In
addition, the nature of these algorithms is that they will provide a
community partition even on completely random graphs, so effort must
be taken to compare results to appropriate null models that constrain the
hypothesis being tested (Zalesky et al., 2012). Indeed, it is inherently
problematic to transform statistics that represent the likelihood and
weight of a network connection (such as those estimated using neuroimaging) into the binary edges that are often required for classical graph
theoretical algorithms. Fortunately, there is now a suite of suitable tools
that leverage the richness of these connections to assist in module
detection. Speciﬁcally, these approaches alter traditional clustering algorithms to incorporate the continuum of positive and negative edge
weights, maximizing the anti-correlations between regions to reﬁne the
identiﬁcation of tight-knit communities in networks with edges deﬁned
by statistical relationships over time. In doing so, these algorithms avoid
the arbitrary decision of where to threshold a connectivity matrix
(Rubinov and Sporns, 2010), leveraging empirical details that would
otherwise be lost to better deﬁne the network topology of neuroimaging data.

compelling differences associated with unique behaviors (see Relating
network reconﬁguration to behavior below), there is currently an ongoing
debate in the literature regarding whether the ﬂuctuations observed
using these approaches are sensitive to nuisance variables such as head
motion or arousal/sleep (Laumann et al., 2016) or to analytic choices
such as effects associated with window length (Hindriks et al., 2015;
Leonardi and Van De Ville, 2015; Zalesky and Breakspear, 2015). There
are many popular techniques for controlling for the impact of nuisance
variables, such as head motion (Power et al., 2014) and arousal (Laumann et al., 2016; Tagliazucchi and Laufs, 2014), but it is currently unclear whether the process of removing these variables from the data also
removes meaningful signal (e.g. see Chen and Glover, 2015), particularly
in light of recently established links between arousal, cognition and
time-resolved network topology (Chang et al., 2016; Shine et al., 2016a).
Some have even questioned whether ﬂuctuations in BOLD data
should be described as ‘dynamic’ at all, since randomly generated with
time invariant connectivity structure data can demonstrate patterns
typically regarded as dynamic (Laumann et al., 2016; Liegeois et al.,
2017). Indeed, the sluggish time scale of BOLD signal activity likely
hinders the detection of dynamics on the timescale of human cognitive
processes (Hari and Parkkonen, 2015). However, even data indistinguishable from ‘stationary’ null data can demonstrate behavioral relevance (Liegeois et al., 2017) – for instance, if emergent patterns of
coordinated activity between regions coincides above chance with
particular elements of a cognitive task (e.g. Fig. 3). This suggests that a
sensible way to establish the reality and importance of ﬂuctuations in
connectivity structure lies in the evaluation of their correspondence with
measured behavior. As such, in this review, we have chosen to focus our
interrogation on network reconﬁguration as a function of behavioral
state, irrespective of whether differences were observed within a
particular scanning session (Gonzalez-Castillo et al., 2015) or as a function of task performance (Ekman et al., 2012; Sadaghiani et al., 2015).
The result of either of these approaches is a network graph (or set of
graphs) for which the topological signature of the network can be estimated using standard graph theoretical tools (e.g. https://sites.google.
com/site/bctnet/; https://github.com/networkx/networkx/). Brieﬂy,
this involves using one of a suite of algorithms to identify tightly connected communities (i.e. clusters) of regions within each graph. From
here, it is then possible to calculate the extent of between-module connectivity (e.g. using the participation coefﬁcient (Power et al., 2013),
which is commonly used as a proxy for network-integration). In summary, networks that are more extensively integrated have more

Fig. 3. Fluctuations in time-resolved network topology as a function of N-back task performance (see Shine et al., 2016a, b, c) – the lower panel contains exemplar force-directed plots of
both a Segregated (left) and Integrated (right) states. Colors of nodes depict the network identity of individual regions deﬁned using the Gordon atlas (Gordon et al., 2014) and edges
represent positive connections between regions.
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from a locationalist perspective to one in which considers the structure of
the entire brain network, a range of studies have been conducted in order
to determine the role of network topology in task performance. Here, we
report the results of a targeted review of the literature that summarizes a
spectrum of these approaches: from resting state, to task-based analyses
and ﬁnally, to causal manipulation of the brain.

2.2. Integration and segregation in brain networks
The balance between segregation and integration is crucial for
maintaining the metastability of complex, dynamical systems, such as the
brain (Tognoli and Kelso, 2014), essentially striking a balance between
local specialization and global organization (Park and Friston, 2013;
Tononi and Sporns, 1994). There is a long and storied history of identifying the functional characteristics of speciﬁc regions of the brain, but the
study of global integration is still in its relative infancy. Indeed, a major
challenge for theories that utilize integration is to describe how an integrated brain can maintain information processing selectivity. That is,
network topology is relatively ignorant of what is being processed by a
particular region, but can more easily account for which other regions it is
temporally coordinated and for when this coordination occurs in time.
For example, a region in the ventral temporal cortex may be selective
for a particular set of visually identiﬁed facial features (Haushofer and
Kanwisher, 2007), whereas activation of a similarly sized region in
pre-motor cortex would instead trigger the coordinated activation of a
particular set of skeletal muscles (Pearce and Moran, 2012). Within a
relatively segregated architecture, the execution of each regions capacity
should directly relate to its local architecture and its computational
properties. However, if the brain were sufﬁciently integrated while both
regions were active, to the extent that the two regions were strongly
temporally coordinated, it is plausible that the speciﬁc patterns being
transmitted by each region might become somehow ‘muddled’ through
their mutual interaction. This begs the question: how can modular regions remain specialized within an integrated network?
A harmonious solution to this problem is that segregation and integration represent competing constraints on higher-level neuronal function (Kelso, 2012; Park and Friston, 2013; Sporns, 2013). That is, if a
region becomes too specialized (and as such, becomes less integrated into
the global network), then it will likely become maladaptive, impairing
the ability to effectively interact with changing circumstances that would
normally require substantial ﬂexibility. Conversely, if a particular region
becomes too globally integrated, the partners with which the region interacts might become too broad, thus limiting the effectiveness of a
particular algorithmic capacity. Indeed, this trade-off between global
integration and local segregation essentially maximizes the brain's ability
to both exploit learned associations, while also allowing for the exploration of novel opportunities in the environment (Aston-Jones and
Cohen, 2005).

3.1. Resting state or unconstrained behavior?
Recent time-resolved functional neuroimaging experiments, which
offer an effective method for non-invasively identifying time-sensitive
shifts in inter-areal coordination, have shown that there are robust
ﬂuctuations in the balance between integration and segregation in the
resting brain. For instance, a pioneering study demonstrated that global
brain signals transition between states of high and low connectivity
strength over time (Zalesky et al., 2014). Since then, it has been shown
that the network structure of the brain ﬂuctuates over time (Betzel et al.,
2015; Shine et al., 2016a), demonstrating shifts between relatively
modular (Betzel et al., 2016) and integrated (Shine et al., 2016a) topological architectures. Given the known inverse relationship between
modularity and integration in assortative networks (Fig. 2b), it is quite
likely that these results reﬂect the description of topological states that
exist as two extremes on a topological spectrum, although this relationship may not necessarily hold for other types of biological networks
(Betzel et al., 2017). Either way, the psychological relevance of the
ﬂuctuations in network topology remains somewhat of a mystery.
Importantly, although the resting state is relatively unconstrained
behaviorally, it is clear that the ‘resting state’ is not synonymous with a
lack of cognitive activity (Morcom and Fletcher, 2007). On the contrary,
participants often have vivid, well-characterized thoughts during resting
state sessions (Hurlburt et al., 2015), which can range from somatosensory (e.g. consciously attempting to keep one's body still) to highly
conceptual (e.g. thinking about why the experimenter is scanning one's
brain). Irrespective of the precise thoughts experienced during a scanning
session, the logical assumption behind resting state analyses is that individual differences equate to essentially random patterns across a population, and hence that any consistent architecture that is discovered in
the analysis of the resting state exists as a ‘baseline’ upon which the
coordinated activity of task-constrained behavior should be interpreted.
As such, the ﬂuctuations observed in network topology during rest may
very well relate directly to ongoing cognitive processing (Hasenkamp
et al., 2012), though the unconstrained nature of the resting state makes
obtaining evidence for this hypothesis problematic. While thought
probes offer some utility (Kucyi and Davis, 2014), they are at best an
indirect means for testing the hypothesis that network structure relates to
spontaneous cognition.

3. Relating network reconﬁguration to behavior
Here, we review a range of neuroimaging studies that have used timeresolved analyses to understand the role of network topology in behavior.
Due to the breadth of studies, we have chosen to tailor our investigation
towards studies that investigate the behavioral state of the individual
being scanned, either when there is no perturbation at all (as in the case
of the ‘resting’ state), through the performance of a particular behavioral
task (e.g. a motor or cognitive task), or through the causal manipulation
of brain states (e.g. via pharmacology or brain stimulation). Due to the
necessity for modalities that track network-level changes over time to
contain both spatial and temporal resolution, we have focused our review
on studies that utilized fMRI, however we have also endeavored to
bolster these ﬁndings with results from electrophysiology where appropriate. We hope that our review will provide a roadmap for potential
future studies to help clarify important issues in the literature.
The extent of integration can be calculated for any network studied
using the methods described above. As such, an important question
currently facing the ﬁeld of neuroscience is precisely how functional
network architecture maps onto behavior. Traditionally, the approach
used by practitioners of fMRI has been to identify regions associated with
a contrast of interest on a behavioral task, essentially isolating the
segregated regions that are thought to be most crucially involved in the
behavior under investigation. In recent years, as the focus has shifted

3.2. Integration as a function of task performance
More rigorous testing of the relationship between network topology
and cognitive function thus requires the analysis of network structure as a
function of task performance (Fig. 4). The majority of studies that have
demonstrated such a relationship involve experiments that have
manipulated speciﬁc aspects of cognition, such as working memory or
attentional set-shifting. Early studies in this area provided evidence for
targeted connectivity involving frontoparietal cortices in cognitive
function. For instance, Cole et al. showed that a ﬂexible frontoparietal
architecture across tasks was associated with execution of multiple
cognitive tasks (Cole et al., 2013), a ﬁnding that has since been replicated
using dynamic network analyses (Mattar et al., 2015), which extended
earlier work by demonstrating the importance of ﬂexible regional
recruitment over time for cognitive function. Others have shown that
dynamic patterns of network structure are uniquely related to multiple
different tasks (Gonzalez-Castillo et al., 2015), suggesting that the speciﬁc patterns of network organization may reﬂect the information processing requirements of particular tasks. In addition, functional
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Fig. 4. Network Reorganization as a function of task: a) the amount of integration (transformation from resting state signature along BT axis) associated with seven unique tasks from the
Human Connectome Project (Shine et al., 2016a); b) network signature of simple motor and cognitively-challenging (‘N-back’) task (Cohen and D'Esposito, 2016).

towards integration during vivid memory recollection (Geib et al., 2015).
In contrast, it has been demonstrated that segregation involving nodes of
the default network were associated with effective visual semantic
memory task (DeSalvo et al., 2014). Based on these differences, it is
difﬁcult to draw a conceptual consensus in this area, however one might
conjecture that the recall of items that are strongly consolidated into
cortex should display a distinct topological signature from items that are
poorly learned (O'Reilly et al., 2014).
Attention is another higher cognitive capacity that has been shown to
relate to network reconﬁguration. For instance, Spadone and colleagues
demonstrated that performance on a visuospatial attention task was
associated with a targeted increase in dynamic connectivity between
parietal and occipital regions (Spadone et al., 2015). It has also been
demonstrated that tracking multiple moving objects in their peripheral
vision recruits between-network connectivity as a function of increasing
attentional load (Alnæs et al., 2015). Others have demonstrated that
attention to particular object categories leads to increased connectivity
between ventral visual cortex and MTL (C
ordova et al., 2016). It has also
been shown that higher topological efﬁciency improved decoding accuracy on a visual perception task (Cocchi et al., 2016). In a longitudinal
study, Shine et al. demonstrated that ﬂuctuations in network topology
over weeks to months were associated with ‘meta-states’ in which a
single individual self-reported heightened attention (Shine et al., 2016c).
Similar measures of regional ﬂexibility have also been shown to ﬂuctuate
as a function of attentional task performance (Telesford et al., 2016). In
support of this result, others have shown that ﬂuctuations of attentional
capacity (Kucyi et al., 2016) and vigilance (Wang et al., 2016) are related
to dynamic interactions within and between large-scale attentional networks. These results are consistent with a recent study that used EEG to
demonstrate that ﬂuctuations in alpha band power were associated with
relative impairments in awareness (Lakatos et al., 2016), implying that
the capacity for attention may relate to speciﬁc states in which connectivity is maximized between regions crucial for the coordination of
widespread cortical regions. In keeping with this hypothesis, there is
evidence to suggest that integrated network topology is speciﬁcally
related to trials of an attentional task associated with correct performance, when contrasted with trials in which an error was made (Ekman
et al., 2012). Together, these studies suggest that network integration
may represent a crucial signature of effective attentional function.

connectivity between frontoparietal and default regions has been shown
to reconﬁgure during cognitive processing (Vatansever et al., 2016) and
is also associated with individual differences in cognitive ﬂexibility
(Douw et al., 2016). However, the maximization of regional ﬂexibility per
se is not sufﬁcient to explain the organization of the functional connectome, as the functional connectome is constrained by a structural
backbone of connectivity that is relatively stable over time (Lord et al.,
2017; Shen et al., 2015).
At the network level, multiple studies have reported an increase in
global integration as a function of cognitive task performance, most
notably during the ‘N-back’ task (Braun et al., 2015; Davison et al., 2015;
Finc et al., 2017; Gallen et al., 2016; Shine et al., 2016a; Vatansever et al.,
2015; Wendelken et al., 2016) (Fig. 4). For instance, Braun and colleagues (Braun et al., 2015) showed that effortful working memory
performance was associated with integration between frontoparietal and
frontotemporal networks, and that individuals with greater network
reconﬁguration in frontal cortices demonstrated enhanced memory and
had greater cognitive ﬂexibility. Similarly, Shine and colleagues (Shine
et al., 2016a) demonstrated that task-related integration in network topology related to fast, effective cognitive performance on the N-back task
(Fig. 3). This dissolution of modularity during N-back performance has
been corroborated by other groups (Alavash et al., 2016; Chen et al.,
2016; Cohen and D'Esposito, 2016; Davison et al., 2015; Shine et al.,
2016a; Vatansever et al., 2015), demonstrating that brain-wide integration during cognitively complex tasks may act as a predictive signature of
individual differences in executive function (Braun et al., 2015; Gallen
et al., 2016; Schultz and Cole, 2016; Shine et al., 2016a). Replicating
these fMRI results, a number of studies using electrophysiology during
N-back tasks have shown similar increases in network-level integration as
a function of cognitive performance (Bola and Borchardt, 2016; de Pasquale et al., 2012; Kitzbichler et al., 2011; Zippo et al., 2016). While this
replication is extremely important, it raises a number of crucial questions
regarding the coordination of network-level interactions across distinct
temporal scales (Honey et al., 2012).
Alterations in functional network architecture have also been
observed in tasks that manipulate episodic memory. For instance, multiple studies have shown that memory recall is associated with targeted
connectivity between frontal and default networks (Fornito et al., 2012;
Spreng et al., 2010). Others have shown that successful episodic memory
retrieval is associated with a less modular network (Westphal et al.,
2017) in which the hippocampal formation, precuneus and frontal cortex
acted as highly-connected hubs (Schedlbauer et al., 2014). In keeping
with these studies, separate studies have shown that the integrative
signature of the hippocampus reconﬁgures the whole-brain network

3.3. Behavioral tasks that rely on network segregation
Whereas there are clear links between integration and cognitive
performance, in some cases it appears that task performance can beneﬁt
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atomoxetine, a potent inhibitor of noradrenaline reuptake in a placebobased, double-blind, cross-over trial and then measured regional connectivity from resting state fMRI data (van den Brink et al., 2016). The
authors observed signiﬁcant alterations in between-network connectivity, and further analysis has shown that this coincides with a system-wide
decrease in network-level integration (Shine et al., 2017). Separate lines
of research have manipulated the dopaminergic system, and in doing so
have shown a relationship between local and global topological efﬁciency as a function of dopamine receptor antagonism (Achard and
Bullmore, 2007). While there are of course many other neurotransmitter
systems to interrogate, this promising approach demonstrates a crucial
means for the ﬁeld to explore the relationship between neurobiology and
systems-level network topology.
The brain can also be causally manipulated through electrical stimulation. One common approach is to collect resting state data before and
after repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation, which can be tuned to
either excite or inhibit the underlying neural tissue. This technique was
recently used to demonstrate that the stimulation of neural hubs (highly
interconnected and inﬂuential regions within a network) had signiﬁcantly different effects on network-level topology than the stimulation of
topologically isolated regions (Cocchi et al., 2016). Related approaches
that use different forms of stimulation (such as optogenetic fMRI in rodents; Liu et al., 2015), or different modalities to collect data (such as
studies that combine direct neural stimulation with fMRI; Oya et al.,
2017), both hold promise for uncovering the mechanistic basis of
network-level dynamics in the brain.

from increased segregation. In a sustained vigilance task, Sadaghiani and
colleagues (Sadaghiani et al., 2015) showed that an increase in network
modularity predicted the accurate detection of a rare oddball stimulus, a
ﬁnding that is in contrast to the relationship between cognition, awareness and global integration. While this might reﬂect idiosyncratic aspects
of the particular task that was studied (which required long periods of
hyper-vigilance), it should at the very least serve to highlight the fact that
not all behavioral capacities are maximally effective when executed
within an integrated network architecture. Indeed, although ubiquitous,
attention is an inherently difﬁcult function to deﬁne and test. Future
studies should therefore aim to decompose attention into qualitatively
distinct sub-components (e.g. directed vs diffuse; endogenous vs exogenous; local vs global; overt vs covert; visual vs corporeal) and measure the
resultant functional network architectures associated with the fundamental components of attention, such as alertness, selectivity and processing capacity (Posner and Boies, 1971).
Another behavior that is negatively correlated with network-level
integration is the performance of relatively ‘automatic’ motor tasks.
The execution of stereotyped, consistent behavior (such as tapping one's
ﬁngers in a particular learned sequence; Fig. 4b) has been long known to
rapidly improve with training, and in doing so, become relatively immune to interference from other cognitive demands (Shiffrin and
Schneider, 1977). As such, one might predict that the effective performance of a motor task might be associated with a relatively segregated
architecture. This is precisely what was found when one group scanned
subjects over the course of six weeks as they learned a simple visuomotor
task (Bassett et al., 2015), revealing a pattern in which the motor and
visual networks became more segregated as a function of learning performance. Another recent study showed a similar shift from integration
towards segregation with learning (Mohr et al., 2016). It is now of
particular interest to determine how these patterns of network-level
reorganization relate to long-standing literature that relate automaticity to neural plasticity within the cortico-basal ganglia circuitry (Balleine and O'Doherty, 2009) and cortico-cerebellar systems (Balsters and
Ramnani, 2011). It would also be useful to design experiments to help us
understand the potential beneﬁts that segregation as a function of
automaticity might confer on the brain – for instance, does segregation
‘release’ association hubs for more ﬂexible processing (Bassett et al.,
2015) or reduce metabolic demands (Bullmore and Sporns, 2012)?

4. What behavioral axes drive neuronal integration?
The relationship between functional connectivity, network topology
and task performance begs the question: what beneﬁt does network
reorganization confer to the brain across different behavioral contexts?
At its most extreme, integration between all regions of the brain would
likely lead to a hyper-synchronous state similar to those associated with
epilepsy, which is a state that is devoid of information processing. It is
also unlikely that the integrative signatures described in the previous
section are simply due to the spatiotemporal constraints imposed by the
performance of any psychological task, as differences in network topology have been related to speciﬁc performance measurements within task
(Ekman et al., 2012; Sadaghiani et al., 2015). Similarly, while the
network signatures of sleep and awake states differ in fundamental ways
(Tagliazucchi and Laufs, 2014), network-level integration is unlikely to
be purely related to arousal, particularly given the range and variation of
integrative processes observed across different tasks (Shine et al., 2016a).
In the following section, we speculate regarding a range of factors that
may impact on network-level reconﬁguration in an attempt to determine
the next generation of questions that may help to clarify the mechanisms
underlying the relationship between network structure and behavior.

3.4. Causal manipulation of network topology
A powerful but relatively underutilized approach is to causally
manipulate the behavioral state of an individual using either pharmacological approaches or direct stimulation of the brain, and then estimate
the network-level topology of the resultant state. To this end, recent
studies using this approach have shown that the network structure of the
brain is also related to conscious awareness. One such study administered
anesthetic agents to macaques and showed that the emergence from
anesthesia was associated with a breakdown in the modularity of the
functional connectome (Barttfeld et al., 2015). Corroborative evidence
for this effect was observed in separate study in humans using a
backwards-masking experiment, whereby an image is rendered probabilistically visible (i.e., at the threshold of awareness), to show that global
brain topological efﬁciency was elevated on trials when individuals
consciously perceived a stimulus (Godwin et al., 2015). These results are
consistent with the ﬁnding that the functional repertoire of brain states is
inversely related to the depth of anesthesia (Hutchison et al., 2013b).
Indeed, the administration of ketamine, an NMDA receptor antagonist
commonly used for anesthesia, has been shown to shift the brain towards
a more segregated state (Becker et al., 2016). Together, these studies
suggest that an integrated topological structure is closely related to
conscious awareness.
Others have used pharmacological fMRI to improve our understanding of the topological reconﬁgurations associated with particular
neurotransmitter systems. For instance, a recent study administered

4.1. Efﬁcient energy expenditure
The systems that control the brain's energy use represent one potential mechanism responsible for controlling network-level reconﬁguration. The human brain is both metabolically expensive and globally interconnected, suggesting that the organization of the brain reﬂects a tradeoff between energy utilization and topological efﬁciency (Bullmore and
Sporns, 2012) that is facilitated by the densely inter-connected ‘rich-club’
of the structural connectome (van den Heuvel and Kahn, 2012). Recently,
work in the mouse structural connectome has provided some empirical
support for this notion, with the observation that many of the genes that
code for energy turnover coincide spatially with regions of the structural
‘rich club’ of the brain (Fulcher and Fornito, 2016). This suggests that
these highly-interconnected regions act as an information processing
highway system across which effective neuronal communication is most
likely to occur (Gollo et al., 2015; Senden et al., 2016). However, these
relationships between energy efﬁciency have been most readily apparent
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the differences in behavior associated with task performance over the
course of learning: early in the course of learning, behavior is ﬂexible and
controlled, whereas behavior tends to automatize over time as the most
effective means for executing the behavior are repeated and become
well-learned (Shiffrin and Schneider, 1977). Indeed, there is compelling
evidence that the functional connectome becomes more segregated over
time during motor tasks, with subjects demonstrated a more modular
architecture as a function of learning rates (Bassett et al., 2015; Mohr
et al., 2016). Conversely, situations that require the most cognitive
control (such as during an ‘N-back’ task, in which items must be
continually updated in working memory) have been associated with a
relatively integrated brain network (Bola and Sabel, 2015; Shine et al.,
2016a; Vatansever et al., 2015). However, it is also clear from studies of
multitasking that there are important limits on network interactions, as
inappropriate cross-talk can negatively impact performance on multiple
simultaneous tasks (Feng et al., 2014). Together, these ﬁndings suggest a
potentially non-linear relationship between network architecture and
performance, though the assimilation of these results with the deep
existent literature (e.g. linking automaticity to basal ganglia (Seger and
Spiering, 2011) and cerebellar architectures (Balsters and Ramnani,
2011)) remains to be attempted. A direct test of this hypothesis could
adopt the logic of traditional automaticity studies (Shiffrin and
Schneider, 1977) by comparing performance over time in a consistent
environment that supports the development of automaticity to a varied
task environment that does not. If controlled processes relates to integration and automatic processing relates to segregation, the consistent
mapping condition should support a shift from controlled processing to
automatic processes that mirrors a shift from network integration towards segregation, and the varied mapping condition should always
require controlled processing, and therefore remain integrated over time.

when analyzing the structural connectome, often in combination with
computational modeling approaches (Honey et al., 2009). Indeed, there
is emerging evidence that a different set of regions (the so-called
“dynamical workspace of binding nodes”) might be more important for
maximizing the balance between network-level integration and segregation (Deco et al., 2015, 2017). An extensive treatment of this ﬁeld is
outside the scope of this review, however it is clear that future work is
required in order to integrate computational and empirical approaches
towards a more complete understanding of this mechanism in the functional brain.
4.2. The complexity of task performance
Another axis upon which network topology may relate to behavior is
task complexity. For instance, the extent of integration may track with
task difﬁculty, in that a higher number of task-relevant parameters (e.g.
choices, perceptual distractions, items to maintain in working memory)
could drive interactions between otherwise uncoordinated regions, and
hence manifest as network-level integration. This explanation is consistent with the ﬁnding that relatively ‘simple’ tasks, such as a motor tapping task, recruit less network-level integration than more cognitivelychallenging tasks, such as the N-back task, which necessarily require
the interaction of a larger number of specialist systems of the brain
(Cohen and D'Esposito, 2016; Shine et al., 2016a). Despite these lines of
evidence, it remains unclear how to best measure ‘complexity’ across
distinct behavioral domains. One viable approach is to measure subjects
across multiple unique task states (Cole et al., 2013; Gonzalez-Castillo
et al., 2015; Krienen et al., 2014; Mattar et al., 2015; Shine et al.,
2016a) and estimate alterations in connectivity and topology as a function of behavioral performance. An alternative approach involves
comparing the network structure of the brain with the signatures of
multiple tasks housed within meta-analytic repositories (Bertolero et al.,
2015). These studies consistently identify a network of highly interconnected frontoparietal regions that are crucial for task performance
across a range of behavioral constraints. However, without systematic
exploration of the entire parameter space (which is outside the current
scope of cognitive neuroscience), it is difﬁcult to empirically deﬁne task
complexity, and hence, to draw any ﬁrm conclusions about the relationship between complexity and network topology.

4.5. Modulation of neural gain
A plausible candidate mechanism responsible for driving alterations
in higher-level network integration is tonic activity within ascending
neuromodulatory nuclei of the brainstem (Robbins and Arnsten, 2009),
such as the locus coeruleus (which releases noradrenaline), the ventral
tegmental area (dopamine) and the basal nucleus (acetylcholine). While
these nuclei are all relatively small in neural terms, their projections
ramify across the large portions of the brain, enacting global inﬂuence via
neuromodulatory mechanisms. By reﬁning the ‘gain’ of receptive neurons, these neurotransmitters alter the likelihood that regions can
interact with one another, thus impacting on the potential for ‘functional
connectivity’ between otherwise disparate neural regions (Aston-Jones
and Cohen, 2005).
The noradrenergic system in particular has received a wealth of
recent empirical support, including work in rodents that has shown that
noradrenergic tone is related to cortical ‘up’ states (Joshi et al., 2016;
McGinley et al., 2015); work in non-human primates that showed that
noradrenergic tone can positively bias attentional performance (Engel
et al., 2016); and work in humans that relates higher-level brain function
to network topology via the noradrenergic system (Eldar et al., 2013;
Shine et al., 2017; 2016a; van den Brink et al., 2016). Together, these
studies suggest that manipulating neural gain via ascending neuromodulatory projections may shift a state towards higher levels of integration, perhaps through maximizing the functional involvement of
highly-connected regions within the salience network (Young et al.,
2017). Despite the link between noradrenaline and integration, the
neuromodulatory systems of the brain are complex and inter-connected.
For instance, both the cholinergic (Mesulam, 2013) and dopaminergic
(Cui et al., 2013) systems have similar neuromodulatory effects to
noradrenaline, but are activated in different contexts and demonstrate
unique spatial projection patterns, suggesting that the activation of these
neurotransmitter systems may manifest as distinct patterns of topological
reconﬁguration.

4.3. Global workspace architectures
Many of the studies reviewed here (Bertolero et al., 2015; Cohen and
D'Esposito, 2016; Cole et al., 2014; Finc et al., 2017; Kitzbichler et al.,
2011; Shine et al., 2016a; Vatansever et al., 2015) demonstrate results
that align with the predictions of theories of consciousness that invoke
models of the global workspace (Baars, 2002; Dehaene and Naccache,
2001) or integrated information theory (Oizumi et al., 2014). In brief,
these models propose that conscious access to information is related to
the extent of integrated information processing within the distributed
thalamocortical architecture of the brain (Edelman, 2003). In addition, it
has been known since the time of William James that our conscious
experience ﬂuctuates over time in “an alternation of ﬂights and perchings”
(James, 1890), a mechanism that is strikingly similar to the ﬂuctuations
observed in topology in the ‘resting state’ (Betzel et al., 2016; Shine et al.,
2016a). As such, it is possible that integrated network states reﬂect the
presence of active thought processes in the brain, with more segregated
states reﬂecting relative cognitive quiescence (such as the states that
occur during mindfulness meditation; Tang et al., 2015), however these
hypothetical speculations require empirical conﬁrmation.
4.4. Goal-directed behavior and automaticity
A similar line of evidence suggests that the balance between integration and segregation may relate to the distinction between goaldirected and automatic/habitual processing. In brief, this axis reﬂects
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5. Similar mechanisms across distinct brain states?
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Based on the lack of an effective generative model of the brain's
functional organization, classical approaches to understanding the brain
mechanisms underlying behavior have relied upon the isolation of
particular behavioral capacities (e.g. attention, cognitive control, motor
automaticity, etc.) and the subsequent interrogation of the neural correlates of each behavior. This approach, while successful, has led to a
literature that is itself relatively segregated (Poldrack and Yarkoni,
2016). That is, we know a lot about the details of each behavior but are
relatively ignorant of how they arise from the same generative architecture. The fact that network level integration has been successfully
related to a range of higher-order brain states, such as attention, cognitive control and conscious perception, that are commonly studied in
isolation suggests that network reconﬁguration may represent a means of
integrating mechanisms across multiple unique behaviors.
By re-framing higher-level brain function according to its underlying
neurobiology, rather than by the emergent construct under investigation
in any given experiment (i.e. attention, cognition, etc.), we could ﬂip the
standard practice of investigating the neural basis of a behavior, and
instead place the emphasis on the neurobiological mechanisms that give
rise to different behaviors under changes in experimental constraints. If
network reconﬁguration can be demonstrated to exist as the common
mechanism upon which a range of higher-order capacities resides,
empirical work could then focus on the manipulations of the underlying
architecture that manifest as each unique behavior. In this way, network
science could act as a powerful generative framework for the ﬁeld,
particularly if it were combined closely with a symbiotic relationship
between computational modeling and empirical data.
6. Concluding remarks
In this review, we have summarized an emerging literature in human
neuroimaging, in which the global network structure of the entire brain is
considered as an important constraint on information processing in the
context of complex behavior. In the future, we hope that future methodological advances will help to drive our understanding of these relationships in more detail, providing a potential mechanism of brain
function that can marry functional specialization with global integration.
Together, we predict that by increasing our scope from the modeling of
individual regions to circuits and global network properties, that we will
improve our fundamental understanding of the human brain.
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